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I. Background 
I earned a Ph.D. in Biostatistics from Johns Hopkins School of Public Health in July 1999. I subsequently 
spent 8 years at Brown University where I served as the Deputy Director of the Biostatistics and Data 
Management Center for the NCI funded American College of Radiology Imaging Network. I also helped to 
establish Brown’s highly successful Masters of Public Health program. In July 2008, I was recruited to 
Vanderbilt University to create a modern PhD program in Biostatistics and serve as the Director of 
Graduate Studies. While at Vanderbilt I founded the Biostatistics Collaboration Center and co-founded the 
PhD program in Big Biomedical Data Science, which is in the Department of Biomedical Informatics 
where I have a joint appointment. I graduated two PhD students last year: Dr. Sarah F. Mercaldo, 
statistics faculty in the Department of Radiology at Harvard MGH and Dr. Derek K. Smith, biostatistics 
faculty at Vanderbilt. My third student, Ms. Christina T. Saunders, will defend this spring.  
 
II. Methodological Research 
My statistical research spans the foundations of statistical inference, mediation modeling, prediction 
modeling, and the design, conduct and analysis of clinical trials. The work in prediction modeling, dealing 
with missing data and empirical Bayes regularization, and the work in large-scale inference, dealing with 
inference in many dimensions, have a strong data science orientation.  
 
Foundations of Statistical Inference 
I have published extensively on likelihood methods for measuring statistical evidence. I’ve written about 
evidential philosophy, axiomatic justification, robust adjusted likelihood functions for general linear models, 
optimal handling of nuisance parameters, and the frequency properties of these methods. Specific 
applications have included adaptive clinical trials, fully sequential trials, non-inferiority trials, regression 
modeling, model selection, neuroimaging, and early stage cancer trials.  
 
Using more traditional tools, Dr. Mercaldo and I developed the ‘Bagged Empirical Null’ p-value, which has 
substantially improved inferential capacity in high-dimensional settings where model selection and multiple 
comparisons across a large number of endpoints are concerns. The combination of bagging techniques and 
empirical null estimation complement each other and result in more robust, and less misleading, inferences 
in high-dimensions. 

 
I recently proposed the ‘Second-Generation’ p-value, which has the inferential properties that many 
scientists hope, or believe, are attributes of the classic p-value. Second-generation p-values offer improved 
error rate control and lower false discovery rates. They do not require ad-hoc adjustments, even in high-
dimensional settings, and they are more reproducible. The idea was well received at the American 
Statistical Association’s Symposium on Statistical Inference in Bethesda, MD, this past October. The 
manuscript has been accepted for publication at PLOS ONE.   
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Mediation modeling 
Mediation analysis seeks to understand how much of an exposure’s effect on an outcome is diverted 
through a mediating variable. The literature on mediation analysis is vast, with particular prominence in 
the social sciences where the Baron-Kenny causal steps approach, considered to be a cornerstone of 
mediation analysis, has been cited over 70,000 times (Google Scholar). Ms. Saunders and I developed a 
classical regression framework for conducting mediation analysis that effectively generalizes the Baron-
Kenny approach, but is derived from a single regression model instead of the system of three. The 
framework yields a closed-form expression for the variance of an indirect effect (a notable advance) and 
can easily incorporate multiple mediators, interactions, and nonlinearities. Because only one regression 
model is fit, routine regression tools such as imputation, cross-validation, and penalization are easily 
transferrable to the mediation model. The new framework also cleverly links the potential outcomes causal 
inference approach, popular in statistics, to the Baron-Kenny approach. This work was recently published 
in Biostatistics and should have a large impact. We are currently pursuing several extensions.  
 
Prediction modeling  
Missing data are a common problem for both the construction and implementation of a prediction 
algorithm. Dr. Mercaldo and I developed Pattern Mixture Kernel Submodels to remedy this problem. 
Pattern Mixture Kernel Submodels are a computationally efficient prediction algorithm that provides 
optimal predictions in the sense of minimizing the expected loss of the forecasting algorithm. The 
approach yields insight into the utility of multiple imputation methods for prediction models and ways to 
relax the missing at random (MAR) assumption without compromising predictive ability. This work is being 
revised for the journal Biostatistics (it got encouraging reviews). We discovered during this work that 
multiple imputation can artificially inflate the estimate of a model’s cross-validated predictive accuracy 
when the outcome is included in the imputation model. This is not well understood in the literature, and 
we show how to avoid this problem in a forthcoming manuscript.  
 
Dr. Smith and I proposed a novel empirical Bayes technique for regularizing regression coefficients in 
predictive models when predictions from a previously published model are available. The empirical Bayes 
framework provides a natural framework for shrinking coefficients toward estimates implied by a body of 
existing research, rather than shrinking towards zero as with traditional L1 and L2 penalties. We propose a 
novel bootstrapping scheme to fit this model. 
 
Clinical Trials 
I have proposed fully adaptive likelihood designs and brought these designs to the NIH and FDA. I have 
written about the analysis of multiple reader and multiple modality imaging designs. I developed an 
approach for projecting sample sizes where the objective is to estimate the diagnostic accuracy of a test as 
represented by the area under the ROC curve. The approach is particularly useful because it can yield a 
minimum and maximum sample size that would hold across all models.  
 
III. Collaborative Research 
I have extensive experience in the development, operation, analysis, and methodological aspects of clinical 
trials and observational biomedical research. Most of my collaborative work is interdisciplinary; I have been 
the lead statistician of numerous large-scale multicenter cancer imaging trials and I currently serve as the 
chair of several data safety monitoring boards. I have collaborative publications relating to clinical trials for 
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diagnostic tests, cancer imaging, lung cancer screening, women’s health, nephrology, radiology, and 
emergency medicine. 
 
A recent example is our development of a prediction model for lung cancer in patients being considered for 
surgical resection. We found that the utility of PET imaging for the diagnosis of lung nodules varied widely 
across the country due to the geography of histoplasmosis, a fungal infection endemic to the Ohio and 
Mississippi river valley. Histoplasmosis often presents as an Indeterminate Pulmonary Nodule, which is a 
very consequential false positive due to the risks associated with a lung biopsy. Another recent project 
examined the association between acute kidney injury and delirium and coma in critically ill adults in the 
Vanderbilt ICU. Acute kidney injury was shown to be associated with delirium and coma during critical 
illness after adjusting for potential confounders, suggesting kidney injury is a risk factor that is important 
in the pathogenesis of delirium and coma during critical illness.  
 
I am also working with Dr. William Dupont to build a free web-based experimental design resource that 
investigators can use to compute sample sizes, learn about study designs, and post questions for the online 
experimental design community. We secured internal VICTR CTSA funds to develop a proof of concept. 
 
IV. Educational Activities 
I was recruited to Vanderbilt University to create a modern PhD program in Biostatistics and serve as the 
Director of Graduate Studies. I led the development of an innovative curriculum that prepares students for 
routine and high-dimensional Biomedical research in an era of computational growth, massive large-scale 
data, and fascination with data science. A unique aspect of the program is that it is non-denominational 
with respect to an inferential paradigm; students are exposed to frequentist, Bayesian, and likelihood 
methods in nearly every class. The program uniquely blends a strong and broad foundation in computation 
skills with the classic high-level statistical and probabilistic curriculum. Students are involved in biomedical 
research early in their career, progress though a research apprenticeship, and refine their communication 
skills. The program boasts a modern approach to statistical thinking and an innovative hands-on 
curriculum.  While the program is still young, we have had excellent placement of our graduates to 
industry and academics. The program currently enjoys a high level of national interest and recognition. I 
expect Vanderbilt’s program to be listed in the top 10 biostatistics programs before it is 10 years old; we 
are already recruiting prospective students away from well-known programs.  
 
I have mentored 3 PhD and 3 MS students in Biostatistics, and actively participate on PhD committees 
for 3 additional Biostatistics students. I have also been a committee member for 1 PhD Epidemiology 
student and 1 PhD Human genetics student, and have served as an academic advisor over 10 students. I 
have been invited to teach in the Radiological Society of North America’s exclusive Clinical Trial 
Methodology Workshop 10 times since it was established in 2006.  
 
In 2009, I founded Vanderbilt’s Biostatistics Collaboration Center. In 2015, I co-founded the PhD program 
in Big Biomedical Data Science, which is part of the Department of Biomedical Informatics (I have a joint 
appointment in Biomedical Informatics). I am a Co-PI of a T32 training grant that supports the Big 
Biomedical Data Science training program and I have been appointed to a special task force to lead the 
development of a school-wide Masters of Data Science program. I was recently named Vice-Chair for 
Education for the Department of Biostatistics, and I will now be responsible for growing and administering 
all educational activities in the department. 


